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Abstract

An equivalent schema matching among several different source schemas is very important for information integration or mining on the XML based World Wide Web. Finding most similar source schema corresponding mediated schema is a major bottleneck because of the arbitrary nesting property and hierarchical structures of XML DTD schemas. It is complex and both very labor intensive and error prone job. In this paper, we present the first complex matching of XML schema, i.e. XML DTD. The proposed method captures not only schematic information but also integrity constraints information of DTD to match different structured DTD. We show the integrity constraints based hierarchical schema matching is more semantic than the schema matching only to use schematic information and stored data.
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1. Introduction

As Extensible Markup Language (XML) is fast emerging as the dominant standard for representing data in the World Wide Web, numerous researches have been spurred to facilitate research on the integration of information on the Web.

1 It refers a general term for schema for XML, e.g. XML DTD, XML Schema.

To integrate information or to query in an information integration system, the system has to select the relevant information of several diverse Web sites. In Fig.1, each site has different XML schema1 such as Source schema_1, Source schema_2 and Source schema_n in Realty.com, Homeseekers.com and City.co.kr respectively. Though we can usually find a similar XML schema1 in a same type of business Web sites, finding most similar source schema corresponding mediated schema manually is very labor intensive and error prune job.

One major bottleneck in information integration on the XML based World Wide Web is an equivalent schema matching between mediated schema and several different source schemas. In this paper, we present the first complex matching of XML schema, i.e. XML DTD. The proposed method captures not only schematic information but also integrity constraints information of DTD to match different structured DTD. We show the integrity constraints based hierarchical schema matching is more semantic than the schema matching only to use schematic information and stored data.

2. Problems and Related Works

As XML DTD has nested tag structures, matching hierarchical XML DTD to other XML DTD is not a trivial task (Fig. 2). There are several difficulties including non 1-to-1 mapping, set values and recursion issues. Recently, several matching method for XML DTD to other XML DTD, but most of all match 1-to-1 matching of each leaf node [1, 2, 3].

1 It refers a general term for schema for XML, e.g. XML DTD, XML Schema.

Fig. 1. Schema matching in an information integration system

Fig. 2. Matching problem of mediated schema and source schema
3. Complex Matching of XML DTD using a Semantic Feature Array

We tried a new trial to matching hierarchical XML DTD to other hierarchical XML DTD. But we could not directly compare them because XML DTD structures are different case by case though they have similar meaning (Fig. 2). The basic idea of this paper is to transform XML DTD into some kinds of template that has structural information and integrity constraints that extracted from the DTD. In order to directly DTD matching, hierarchical DTD structure is transformed to a flat feature array (FFA) structure.

Recently, several transformation algorithms that XML data into relational data have been proposed [4, 5, 6]. We chose one particular transform algorithm, called the hybrid inline algorithm and add constraints properties. Lee [4] proposed semantic knowledge derivation from XML DTD for transforming XML data to relational database. These algorithms will be used to generate a flat feature array structure that is template to compare XML DTD.

3.1 Transform hierarchical DTD structure into annotated DTD graph

In this section, converting a XML DTD into annotated DTD graph is shown. Fig. 3 shows a DTD for publication that states a paper element to have four sub-element: title, contact, author and cite in that order. As common in regular expression, zero or one occurrence is represented by the symbol \?, zero or more occurrences is represented by the symbol *, and one or more occurrence is represented by symbol +. Keywords &lt;PCDATA and CDATA are used as string types for elements and attributes, respectively.

A XML document example of the DTD of Fig. 3 is shown in Fig. 4.

3.2 Extracting Semantic integrity constraints from DTD

Some types of semantic constraints hidden in DTD are presented in this section. Several papers have been proposed about it [4, 7, 8]. For clear presentation, we chose Lee’s notation since it exhibited more clear and explicit. There are
five possible constraints in DTD such as cardinality constraints, domain constraints, inclusion dependencies, equality-generating Dependencies (EGDs) and tuple-generating dependencies (TGD) [4]. We use the cardinality constraints and the domain constraints to generate a FFA. There are four possible cardinality relationships between an elements and its sub-element as illustrated below.

\[
<\text{ELEMENT} \text{ paper} (\text{title, contact?, author+, publisher*})>
\]

Let us call each cardinality relationship type A, B, C and D, respectively. We can infer four mapping information from these cardinality relationships.

1. 1-to-1 mapping (only semantics): NOT NULL (A Type)
2. 1-to-0, 1 mapping (at most semantics): Nullable (B Type)
3. 1-to-1 mapping (at least semantics): NOT NULL(C Type)
4. 1-to-0, 1 mapping (any semantics): Nullable(D Type)

Extracting semantic constraints from DTD systematically are described in CPI(Constraints preserving Inline Algorithm) [4]. We show how to represent them in FFA. It can be find semantic constraints from the annotated DTD graph in Fig. 5. We can see not only the relational schema information, but the semantic constraints such as not null, primary key, foreign key or data type.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attribute name</th>
<th>P.Key</th>
<th>F.Key</th>
<th>Data type</th>
<th>Length</th>
<th>Nullable</th>
<th>Feature value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>id</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>numeric</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>(1, 0, 0, 0, 2, 0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>person_id</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>numeric</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>(1, 1, 0, 0, 2, 1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>name</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>string</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>(0, 0, 0, 0, 4, 0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>phone</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>string</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>(0, 0, 0, 0, 4, 0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>email</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>string</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>(0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>role</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>string</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>(1, 0, 0, 0, 2, 0)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 6. Flat feature array for Paper

The feature value is normalized form of the structural information and constraints for an attribute. For example, if the feature of an attribute is primary key, non-foreign key, numeric data type, four bytes data type length, non-nullable, then its feature value is (1, 0, 0, 0, 2, 0). The feature values element has numeric values from 0 to 1 as [0, 1]. The value range of 0-1 is depends on functions of normalization.

4. Fuzzy similarity measure using feature comparison

The flat feature array(FFA) includes all the properties of DTD for matching other DTD. The process of FFA comparison is shown in Figure 7. There are two types of FFA. One is simple type FFA and the other is clustering type FFA. The simple type FFA consists of information for primary key, non-foreign key, numeric data type, four bytes data type length, non-nullable of an attribute. The clustering type FFA is combining the feature values of several clustering attributes. The similarity rate of clustering type FFA can be calculated following formula Sim(M, S) [10]. It represent a similarity or likeness between a attribute and clustered attribute.

We can see the extent of similarity between mediated schema (M_schema) and source schema (S_schema) is high such as 0.92, 0.90 and 1.0. If the value of Sim(M, S) is 1.0, then the both attributes have the same meaning.

In this example, Mediated_Schemas house_addr has five attributes as house_number, street, city, state and zip_code. But, on the other hand, S_Schemas house_location attribute are single. So we can't compare the similarity directly. First of all, clustering feature value of the five attributes should be obtained. Then we can find similarity between the clustering attribute house_addr and the single attribute house_location.

The similarity rate between M_Schemas house_addr and S_Schemas house_location is calculated by Kims method as following [9, 10].

\[
\text{Sim}(M, S) = 1 - \frac{\sum | \text{feature value}(M) - \text{feature value}(S) |}{|X|}
\]

Here, M and S means M_Schema and S_Schema respectively. |X| is number of feature values element.

Fig. 7. The process of FFA comparison between M_schema and S_Schema

5. Contributions and Further Works

In this paper, we have presented the first hierarchical matching of XML DTD that provides practical assistance in finding equivalent schema between mediated schema and
several different source schemas. XML DTD is usually complex since its structure is hierarchical and nested. Thus, matching these schemas directly is laborious and error prone. So most of all the previous works were 1-to-1 matching. The proposed method makes a hierarchical DTD structure to be flattened and then it captures not only schematic information but also integrity constraints information of DTD. These information makes effective schema matching processing. The first contribution of this work is the complex schema matching not 1-to-1 matching. Next contribution is to use constraints information for more accurate comparison.

There are still rooms for improvement extracting semantic information from DTD and experiments to evaluate the feasibility of our approach. In the near future we would like to explore these issues.
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